NEW!

PETIT Trend washbasin tap.
By SCHELL.

SCHELL PETIT Trend washbasin tap.
Shapely, economical and vandal-resistant.
The superbly robust and elegant PETIT Trend self-closing tap is the ideal
choice for meeting the demanding requirements in public sanitary facilities –
especially thanks to its vandal-resistant all-metal design. Whether installed as
a wall-mounted draw-off tap or tap, this washbasin tap for cold water and
premixed water is not only durable but also very economical.
Product description:
-	Robust single-hole tap in an all-metal design
with plastic cartridge (high-pressure, cold and
pre-mixed water)
-	Wall-mounted draw-off tap and
washbasin tap models
-	Manual actuation, automatic closing
-	Brass housing, confirm to German Drinking
Water regulation
- Surface: chrome
-	Dimensions: DN 15 G 1/2 AG
-	Flow time 6 s (approx.), not adjustable

Advantages:
-	Robust, vandal-resistant tap for use in facilities
such as service stations, stadiums or schools
-	Low water consumption with flow rate of just
3 l/min at 3 bar flow pressure (can be converted
to 5 l/min at 3 bar flow pressure)
-	Hygienic, since tap does not need to be handled
further after washing hands
-	Clear-cut, modern design
-	Easy-to-clean surface
-	Fully compliant with German Drinking
Water regulation

SCHELL PETIT Trend washbasin tap
Washbasin tap
Item no. 02 164.06.99
Wall-mounted tap
Item no. 02 165.06.99

Spare parts
SC cartridge with operating handle
Item no. 29 724.06.99
Flow regulator 3 l/min, with brass sleeve
Item no. 28 929.00.99
Recommended accessory items
UNIVERSAL flow regulator, theft-proof
Item no. 02 121 06 99
Flexible hose Clean-Flex S
Item no. 10 318 06 99 or 10 319 06 99
Copper pipe set PETIT
Item no. 08 464 06 99
Flow regulator 5 l/min, with brass sleeve
Item no. 28 929 00 99
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